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Summary. - The symmetry properties of all known leptons are studied for those proeesses in whieh their mass differenee~ can be neglected. It is found that in this approximation both the electromagnetic interaction H¢,~ct and the weak interaction H~ are invariant under a U2× U~ group of transformations. Thus, in the zero-mass limit, all lepton systems are characterized by six quantum numbers (in addition to charge, momentum, etc.). The electromagnetic interaction is known to be further invariant under a discrete symmetry operator C (charge conjugation), or P (parity). It is proposed that the weak interaction is also invariant under a discrete symmetry operator, called D, which exchanges charged leptons and neutral leptons. The C symmetry is violated by Helee t, and the D symmetry is violated by Hweak and by the mass differences. Applications of these symmetry properties to high-energy lepton reactions are discussed.
-Introduction.
It is well known that there exists a remarkable symmetry between muons and electrons if their mass difference (m~--too) is neglected. It has been shown by FEI~BERG and GORSEY (') that in this approximation the free Hamiltonian, the electromagnetic interaction and rile weak interaction ar~ all invariant under a U~ group of transformations among the leptons. The purpose of this note is to make a more complete study of the symmetry properties of leptons by neglecting the mass differences between all leptons. As will be shown in (*) Work supported in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. (**) Permanent address: Columbia University, New York.
(1) G, FHXBERC, and F. Gi2Rs~Y: Phys. Rer., 128, 378 (1962) . the next Section, in the z~.ro-mass limit all known interactions are invaria~t under a U~ x U 2 group. Thus, all lepton systems are characterized by six quantum numbers (in addition to charge, momentum, etc.). The application of thi~ symmetry property leads to a number of relations between different leptonic processes which are valid to all orders in the electromagnetic and the weak interactions, provided the zero-mass limit is a good approximation.
The question of zero-mass limit in electrodynamics h~s been investigatsd in the literature (~.8). If radiative corrections are included, the power series expansions of most differential cross-sections contain logarithmic singularities as the mass of the charged particle --> 0. The underlying reason for having such a mass singularity is the appearance of degenerate states in the zero-mass limit. Similarly to the infra-red divergence, these singularities can be completely removed for every term in the power series expansion of any transition probability, provided it is averaged over an appropriate ensemble of degenerate states. For these averages, the zero-mass limit becomes a good approximation if
is satisfied, where mt is the mass of the charged lepton and E is, for most processes, simply the energy of the lepton. As discussed in refs. (2) and (3), for any given Feynmau graph the evaluation of its mass singularity is a relatively simple task. Thus, the zero-mass symmetry properties can a,lso be applied to each individual graph which contains mass singularity, provided that the singular part is calculated separately and eq. (1) is satisfied. At present, there exists no fundamental theory of weak interactions. From all existing weak reaetions~ it appears that, so far as the leptons are concerned, only the combination (2) = ~y~y~(1 + ~)%~ occurs in the weak interaction Hamiltonlan //~o~k, where ~vo, ~p~, ~,~o, %,~ denote, respectively, the field operators for the leptons e , ~ , v e, v~, and y~, ... Y5 are the usual five anticommuting Hermitian matrices. In the following, we consider the general case
Hw. ~ arbitrary function of )~ and "+ and make no further restriction about its specific form.
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